
HSMAI Adrian Awards - Marina Bay Sands – OTA Switch-off Campaign 

Situation Analysis 

<CONFIDENTIAL - Today, hotels are facing challenges in an increasingly competitive market 
where majority of customers are now booking their hotel stays through online travel agents 
(OTA). This phenomena not only reduces brand awareness and loyalty, it also raises challenges 
for a brand to inform its customers of direct-booking privileges and exclusive hotel packages to 
encourage repeat visitation in the long run. 
 
As we witness strong demand for our hotel rooms, we need to ensure that bookings are coming 
through our own direct channels instead of third-parties, in order to drive profit and brand 
awareness. Consumers lack the awareness that Marina Bay Sands actually offers lower rates 
and a suite of guest privileges which are not available if a guest books through a third-party. 
Therefore, the challenge is to drive conversions for direct bookings through the IR’s websites, 
especially in key APAC markets including China, Japan and Korea.> 
 

Marketing Objectives 

<CONFIDENTIAL - To increase incremental room nights through share shift from the OTAs 

leading to an increase in channel share at a greater profitability. 

An always on search strategy was conceived to raise brand visibility for Marina Bay Sands and 

to educate consumers that MBS in fact offers lower rates and exclusive privileges on its 

website. The goal was to change perceptions and ultimately drive direct bookings.> 

 

Target Audience 

<CONFIDENTIAL - Key markets include Singapore, Japan, South Korea, China, Australia, 

United States, Hong Kong, Taiwan, Indonesia etc.> 

 

Research, Planning and Implementation 

<CONFIDENTIAL 
Local Engine Expansion for Markets Like China, Korea & Japan 
Assigned priority budgets towards growing & retaining brand keywords exposure across all 
search engines including Google, Yahoo! Japan, Baidu, 360, Sogou, Shenma, Naver & Daum. 
 
Leverage Enhanced Ad Formats & Extensions 
Utilised all extensions possible including: sitelinks, promotion, structured snippets, location and 
callouts, and leveraged audience lists via remarketing list for search ads and in-market 
audiences (users who have shown interest in specific categories in the last 24 hours). Both 
audience lists gave us more control on our targeting to ensure that we improve efficiency while 
still maintaining exposure.  
 
We introduced the use of premium search ad formats such as: 

● Yahoo Premium Sponsored Display 
● 360 Brandzone 

 



These are great in improving CTRs due to the much bigger ads real estate, hence, pushing 
other advertisers (OTAs especially) ads down the Search Engine Results Page.> 
 

 

Message 

<CONFIDENTIAL - We enhanced messaging that focused on highlighting key differentiators in 

booking direct with Marina Bay Sands. Examples of such messaging included: “lowest rate 

compared to other online travel sites”, “rates you can’t find elsewhere”, “exclusive rates only on 

official site” etc.  

*Refer to Appendix B for Creative / Messaging Screenshots> 

 

Results 

<CONFIDENTIAL - This ‘always on’ PPC campaign has led to significant improvements year-
on-year across key performance marketing metrics. 
 
Overall YoY results (H1 2017 vs H1 2018): 
 

● Website Visits +60% 
● Cost Per Click  -3% 
● Transactions +16% 
● Revenue +26% 
● Cost of Sales -10% 

 

* Refer to Appendix A for Performance Illustration> 

 

Budget 

<CONFIDENTIAL - Spend increased by 13% YOY, delivering an increase of +16% in bookings 

and +26% increase in revenue. Revenue delivered was 5% higher than target.> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

APPENDIX A – Campaign Performance 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



APPENDIX B – Creative / Messaging Screenshots 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 



 



 

 


